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Admit it — when you were a kid you used the floor, carpet, walls, bathtub and even the dirt in your backyard to race your mini
cars; didn't you?

Well those days are back and this time Mom won't be yelling at you for making a mess.

Now become the natural behind the wheel you dreamed about when you were playing with your toy vehicles.
MiniOne Racing is a thrilling racing game which lets players drive colorful, humorous miniature vehicles around various

locations created by a kid: beach, playground... and even other planet!
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Title: MiniOne Racing
Genre: Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Frogames
Publisher:
Frogames
Release Date: 16 Dec, 2008
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I'm sorry... But no... This is pathetic... Thank god I received it with a coupon, but even with that, it's sad...
Pro:
Has trading cards
con:
The rest (it shows I played 3-4 hours, but I just kept i running for the Pro I just mentioned )

XD sAlute!. HAHAHA

This game is pretty cool, we havent played a racing game for ages and this one caught our eye.

there are alot of maps

its not just racing to u can see how far u can jump and see how u compare across to world

multiplayer is awesome lol we dont like the tunnel vision ability (u will see if u play lol)

its not a bad play :)

if u want to see Emily and Doc having a race check this out

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=CgibSBQubQU. I purchased this game for my son. He loves racing games and this was
the best one with easy keyboard\/mouse controls and challenges to keep him happy for hours. There was a problem with the
game itself playing after purchase, but the developer responded to my forum post quickly and the issue was resolved within a
couple of days.

I'm very happy with both the game and the company that produced it and I would recommend MiniOne Racing to others who
want a racing game with simple controls, bright, colourful graphics, and a surprising amount of skill needed to get through some
of the minigames.. why the hell did i waste my money on this crap.. Gotta go fast. A fun throwback to games like Micro
Machines and RC Pro Am. It controls pretty good with a keyboard and the mini cars and pickups are all in a real toy style. The
tracks are very varied and richly detailed.

I had fun playing this with little niece, if you have small kids (or are a kid at heart yourself of course!) this is a good purchase.

There is no controller support built in but using a mapping tool works well, although as said the keyboard controls work fine for
a casual top-down view racing game like this.. Cheeky little racing game. Quite nice :3. Game doesn't work well with a
controller. Race games aren't worth playing without one.. Horrible micromachine rip off game. Don't bother, there's much
better alternatives on steam that aren't a waste of your time, like Toybox Turbos.

Get that instead, it's just a buck or more than this atrocity (during the summer sale) and well worth it.. This is a great little game,
I got it to play with my young niece ( she is 5 and just getting into pc gaming ) and this is perfect. 10\/10 for family for \/
addictive time runs.
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